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New Age 
For Oceanic 
Control 

Radar has provided civil aviation with aircraft surveillance 
over land for more than a quarter-century. Now, the space 
age may give us eyes and better ears over the seas, as well. 

After three years of international negotiations, the 
aeronautical satellite program (Aerosat) has left the launching 
pad. This summer, a Memorandum of Understanding was 
signed by Canada and the 10-nation European Space Research 
Organization (ESRO). I had signed it earlier on behalf 
of the United States. Now that Comsat-General has been 
selected as the U.S. co-owner, the first flight testing 
of an experimental model should come late in 1977 or early in 
1978. The three participants will share development costs 
and lease communications to various users, including the FAA. 

Aerosat is a program to put a pair of stationary 
(synchronous) satellites in orbit over the North Atlantic for 
testing, evaluating and demonstrating their use in improving 
radio communications and aircraft tracking for oceanic 
flights. A decision on putting up a fully operational system 1 a decade from now under ICAO auspices has to await 
these results. We've got to find out how well the hardware 
works and how well our controllers can work with it. 

Our present communications, which are limited to the lower 
frequencies, are quite unsatisfactory over the ocean, both in 
quality and in the number of channels available. By using 
these satellites as relays, we would be able to use the 
clearer higher frequencies while increasing the number of 
aircraft handled. 

Because this system could provide precise information on 
the location of aircraft through radio-ranging techniques, we 
may see a reduction in separation standards on these 
routes without sacrificing safety. By the mid-1980s, when we 
hope to have an operational system, this improvement 
will become all the more important as air traffic on the 
Great Circle routes starts to congest the present system . 
Without the satellites, the alternative would be long delays or 
the use of longer, more fuel-consuming routes. 

I'm convinced that Aerosat will be a great boon for 
aviation; it certainly will be for controllers. 

��l!:);! 
Administrator 
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Miami local coordinator 
J. M. Frazier discusses
an aviation accident in the
Bahamas with 7th Coast
Guard District command
er Rear Adm. Austin
Wagner.
Official U.S. Coast Guard photo 

MR. 

FAA 
•'Mr. FAA" is what they've been calling the

agency's local coordinators. Now that 

women are moving into these positions, the public 

will be listening to more "Ms. FAA." 

But what are local coordinators? Who are these 

people that carry such exalted titles and what do 

they do? 

They are some 200 employees who wear two hats 

on their jobs-all have regularly assigned duties; 

most are facility chiefs. Local coordinators are usu

ally appointed by the Regional Director in communi

ties in the field with three or more FAA facilities. 

In their local coordinator roles, they are expected 

to be the voice of FAA to the outside world and a 

pipeline of information from the public sector to 

the region director. 

Another oft-repeated caption of the local coordi

nator's job is that his objective is to establish a 

one-FAA concept in the local community. 

The typical local coordinator has a big job, and 

he's expected to accomplish it in a minimum of time. 

He must establish and maintain relations with the 

press, aviation groups, business groups, local officials 

'nd non-aviation community groups and sell FAA 

ad the benefits of aviation to his community. 

"The public asks a lot, and when they don't re

ceive what they need, the program has failed," says 

Norman Polk, chief of the Sacramento AF Sector 

Field Office and a former local coordinator. "One 

man cannot do it alone; I found it necessary to get 

every member of my team-action group to take an 

active part in the program to make it work." 

Thus, the first step is for the coordinator to effec

tively mobilize his resources, beginning with regular 

meetings with the chiefs of local facilities and op

erating divisions. It's generally recognized that 

cooperation from chief supervisors in helping 

shoulder the coordinator workload is essential to the 

success of the program. 

One reason for meetings with other chiefs is edu

cational. As Bob Armour of Cape Girardeau, Mo., 

says, "The work of the local coordinator requires a 

broader knowledge of the F AA's overall programs. 

Before, I had to know my AF Division's function. 

Now, I'm getting more involved in the operation of 

Air Traffic, Flight Standards and Public Affairs." 

More importantly, the local coordinator needs 

willing hands. Mike Sarli in Baltimore uses a team 

concept for speakers, drawing on representatives 

from AT, AF, Air Security and the GADO, so that 

the whole FAA story is always presented. During 

Herman Reyenga's stint as coordinator in Shreve

port, La., he, too, sought representatives of all FAA 

offices at public and user meetings. As a result, many 
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questions that formerly would have gone unanswered 
were adequately covered, netting a lot of satisfied 
customers for FAA. The Greenville-Spartanburg, 
S.C., coordinator, Joe Shirley, generally solicits help
for his forums and meetings with flying clubs and
other aviation groups. As an illustration: "The
GADO is over 90 miles away, but accident preven
tion specialist Frank Kelly will come on a moment's
notice to participate." He also gets assistance from
the state aeronautics commission, Atlanta Center
controllers, experienced pilots and physicians.

Shirley points out that, other than the sector 
field office, none of his facilities are large. Opera
tional commitments come first, of course, and public 
relations are mostly conducted on off-duty time. So, 
to get maximum mileage, he maintains top-notch 
press, TV and radio relations to let the public know 
what FAA is doing. Also, if he can't get anyone to 
visit a school or other group, he lets them come to 
him, arranging tours and meetings. He also believes 
that trips to the facilities could spark many a 
youth's desire for aviation as a career. 

"Promoting the FAA image to the public is our 
first external priority," Shirley opines. "It goes far 

Getting to know public officials is an important part of the 
LC's job. Ed King (right) has no problem conferring with 
Farmington, Minn., Mayor Larry Daily, since his honor is 
also assistant chief of the Minneapolis Center. 

Joe Shirley, Greenville-Greer
Spartanburg, S. C., local coor
dinator, explains the importance 
of technicians to aviation safety 
in maintaining radio communi
cations and navaids, as he dis
plays an Airway Facility of the 
Year plaque to the Spartanburg 
Mayor and City Council. 

beyond fund drives, blood-donor programs or even 
talking to pilot gi'oups, who already know about the 
FAA. Other segments must be reached-civic and 
church groups, schools and the public not associated 
with groups. All are taxpayers who pay our way and 
must be educated about us." 

As coordinator and Fresno, Calif., GADO chief, 
Bob Lewis says, "Our agency's main reason for 
being is to provide service, and the future of our 
agency will be determined by the acceptance of the 
people we serve." 

Shreveport's Reyenga, now chief of New Orlearn 
Moisant Tower, believes that those employed in avia
tion occupations are the best salesmen for the indus
try and, early in his nine-year stint, began selling 
the salesmen. He showed the film "Airports in Per
spective" and, later, "Airports Mean Business" to 
Shreveport's airline employees, avgas truck drivers 
and even to the airport coffee shop waitresses, in 
addition to all FAA employees. Very often, he re
ported, his reward was finding a willing and enthusi
astic audience that had never realized its own im
portance to the community's well being. 

Selling the public can be done in many ways. Bob 
Dulaney, Palmdale coordinator, north of Los Angeles, 
frequently points up the benefits of F AA's presence 
in the community. For example, he cites the FAA 
payroll and the expenditures by FAA facilities, much 
of which is spent locally. "The point I want to make 
is the many extra benefits the FAA brings into this 
community and that we are part of the Antelope 
Valley community. We are people committed to 
being a productive part of the community in which 
we live." 

Belonging is another way. Many F AAers are in
volved in their communities; local coordinators are. 
too. Many are members of local Federal Executiv 
Associations. Miami ACDO chief and coordinatm 
J. M. Frazier has been a member of the Federal



Administrator Butterfield voiced his support 
for the local coordinator program in a letter to 

Regional Directors : 
"Local coordinators provide a direct, immedi

ate means for informing and motivating im
portant elements of the public-both aviation 
and non-aviation-concerning agency pro
grams. They can interpret and clarify our ac
tions in terms of their distinct local situations. 
Simultaneously, they can feed back first-hand 
knowledge of reactions and opinions at the local 
level and thereby provide us valuable advance 
insight into the effectiveness and pertinence of 
various FAA programs. . . . I urge you to re
examine the local coordinator's role in your 
region to determine if he is receiving the atten
tion, support and recognition warranted." 

Executive Board's Information and Referral Com
mittee, of FEB's Hurricane Shelters Committee, of 
the Miami Airport Operations Committee, chairman 
of the FEB and chairman of the Combined Federal 
Campaign for Dade County. Gillespie Field Tower 
chief Ed Ray, the San Diego local coordinator, serves 
on the Grossmont College Advisory Board for its 
Aerospace/ Aeronautics Program. 

An effective press liaison program is a must for 
every coordinator. Columbus, Ga., coordinator Mel 
Spinks makes it a point to know all the news media 
people well, usually on a first-name basis, and 
Shreveport's Reyenga brings in his press contacts 
in the early stages of a planned event. "It makes 
them a part of the team and gets us better coverage, 
and it gives us a chance to fit in with their dead
lines," he says. Reyenga's approach has made it 
easier to get FAA films shown during TV stations' 
public-service programming time. 

Local coordinator Mel Spinks (right) with Mayor Bob Hy
drick of Columbus, Ga., show mayor's proclamation of Avia
tion Safety Week in support of the agency's general-aviation 
accident-prevention program. 

San Francisco's local coordinating group believes 

that good, close personal relationships with media 
people make them rely on the FAA representative 

for accurate, authoritative information before writ
ing articles, providing balance with our viewpoint, 
and making them more willing to accept and use 
FAA material more generously. 

Typical of the kind of creative newsmaking that 
a coordinator can achieve are the arrangements 
made by Fresno's Bob Lewis with a local TV station 
for a reporter and a cameraman to go along on a 
pilot proficiency check ride with an aviation safety 
specialist. The broadcast publicized the regional 
"Safety Pin Award" and generated many favorable 
comments and additional requests for proficiency 
checks. 

Since the coordinators are Mr. or Ms. FAA, they 
are the local spokesmen to the press and the public, 
and their phones are available for day or night con
tact. Miami's Frazier gets the cooperation of the 
chiefs of the IFSS/FSS, towers and the Miami Cen
ter in keeping him advised of all accidents, incidents 
and other newsworthy items so he can effectively 
respond to the news media. 

Often the phones ring from the general public. 
"We encourage any office taking a call from a citizen 
to get the answer as quickly as possible, whether or 
not the question belongs to it," says Herman 
Reyenga, "then call back or have the proper office 
call back if a complex question is involved. This 
avoids frustrating the caller with a bureaucratic 
buck from office to office." 

Frequently, this is the medium for complaints, 
too. One of the smallest airports and communities 
in the San Diego area had the most noise complaints, 

Hillsboro, Ore., Tower chief Delphine Aldecoa serves as the 
local coordinator for the Portland, Ore., area. 



At an airport ground-breaking cere
mony, local coordinator Bob Dulaney 
(left) confers with Dan Sabovich, chair
man of the Aviation Committee of the 
Antelope Valley Board of Trade. The 
area is near Los Angeles. 

For his second ground-breaking of the 
day, Fresno, Calif., Mayor Ted Wills 
asked for and got a tractor to do the 
honors for a new GADO and ASR in
stallation. Local coordinator Bob Lewis 
supervises from a ground-based position. 

Ed Ray recalls. In response to the calls, Ray and 

the FSDO chief visited the area, held discussions 

and made a change in the air traffic pattern to solve 

the problem. 

not to coerce but to invite the station owner to fly 

with him and see what a frightening spectre the 

proposed antenna would be to pilots. 

Complaints about noise are probably the most 

prevalent. Miami's J. M. Frazier has had his share. 

On some of the more vituperative, all he's been able 

to do is listen, and perhaps that's all that's needed. 

On others, he's been able to explain the situation 

to the caller's satisfaction. Sometimes the problem 

isn't solved, but reasonableness creates friendship, 
he's found, resulting in a better image for FAA and 

providing a worthwhile future contact. 

Sometimes, an answer to a complaint can be 

found. Recently, Frazier received a complaint that 

piston aircraft were dropping oil on cars and house 

trailers in a trailer park. His investigation turned 

up that it wasn't oil but insect droppings. 

Different problems require different solutions. 

Herman Reyenga became involved in helping local 

pilots oppose a taller-than needed TV tower, one that 

he agreed would be a hazard to Shreveport's in
creasing volume of air traffic. His deft solution was 

NORTHWEST 

"I deliberately chose a crisp, clear morning with 

excellent visibility," Reyenga recalled. "We leveled 

off at 3,000, and I headed toward an existing, well

known tower, similar in height to the one this fellow 

wanted to build. He had never flown and didn't 

realize I was actually several hundred feet above 

the tower and to one side of it. In that clear air, you 

could see the tower several miles off. As we got 

nearer, he kept glancing at the altimeter and asking 

if we weren't getting a little too close. By the time 

we got past that tower, he had decided his station 

didn't need such a high antenna after all. Not only 

that, he then went out and learned to fly!" 

Being a local coordinator is a full-time, part-time 

job. This vital function has been emphasized by 

Administrator Butterfield as "needed for the chal

lenges facing aviation that demand we speak clearly 

and listen · carefully to our constituents. I'm con

vinced that they need only to be told of the virtues 

of aviation." Mr. and Ms. FAA are there to do it. 

HEADS UP 
Boise, Ida., FSS chief Leo Pierce is the 
new chief of the Portland, Ore., FSS ... 
Hank Gabriel departed the Portland 
FSS to become chief of the Seattle FSS 
.. . In turn, Bob Jones has moved from 
the Seattle FSS to the Toledo, Wash., 
FSS as chief. 

the naming of Freddie DeWitt and 
Jimmy DeBaca . . .  Boyce Tate got the 
nod to go to the Hobby Tower in Houston 
as an assistant chief . . .  The new deputy 
chief of the El Paso Tower is Richard 
Burgess . . .  David Burns was ·selected 
as an assistant chief for the Amarillo, 
Tex., Tower. 

GREAT LAKES 

Joe Kucala has moved over to chief of 
the Cleveland Burke Lakefront Tower 
. . . Selected for chief of the Blooming
ton, Ind., Tower was Jim Dickerson ... 
Patrick O'Sullivan, former chief of the 
Pittsburgh Tower has taken over as 
chief at the Chicago O'Hare Tower . . . 
Ron Riley is now assistant chief at the 
Cincinnati FSS. 
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SOUTHWEST 

The Wichita Falls, Tex., FSS has a new 
chief in Ellis Schneider, Jr . . . .  Geor,qe 
Collins has been selected as chief of the 
Ponca City, Okla., Tower . . .  The 
Lubbock, Tex., Tower will be getting 
William Walraven as an assistant chief 
. . .  James Baker was named chief of 
the West Memphis, Ark., Tower . .. A 
pair of assistant chi2fa have been se
lected for the El Paso, Tex., Tower with 

WESTERN 

M ert Suhr will be an assistant chief at 
the Phoenix, Ariz., TRACON ... Wayne 
Rodriques became chief of the Ukiah, 
Calif., FSS . . . The new deputy chief 
at Long Beach, Calif., Tower is Hal 
Federwisch .. . Daryl Mueller has been 
promoted to assistant chief at the Paso 
Robles, Calif., FSS ... Mike Wise trans
ferred to supervisor of the Paso Robles 
Radar Sector Field Office . . . Jack 
Perkins now heads up the Paso Robles 
Sector Field Office. 



Electronics technician Steve Ruks (right) dials out the North
way LFR for the last time. In at the finish were supervisory 
ET Albert Eggebroten (left) and FIDO pilot Clarence "Slim" 
Walters, who fiew the last !FR approach . 

. . . AND THEN THERE WERE NONE 

O
n September 5, a chapter in American aviation

came to a close. No longer would pilots respond 

to the familiar dit-dah/dah/dah-dit of the four

course beacon, for Alaska's Northway Low Fre
quency Range (LFR)-the last one in the nation

had been decommissioned as a navigation aid. Like 

hundreds of others, this radio beacon had served 

aviation throughout the United States for more than 
40 years. 

Late in August, Northway and five other LFRs 

were still operating in Alaska. "In early September, 
we began to phase them out, " Region Director Lyle 

Brown explained. "Northway-the gateway to 

Alaska from Canada and the Midwest-turned out 

to be the last to throw the switch on LFR operations. 

It was the last of more than 300 LFRs." The other 

five were at Annette, Fairbanks, McGrath, Unala

kleet and Yakutat. 

The familiar five antenna towers, arranged with 

one at each corner of a rectangle and one in the 

center, may still be seen in Alaska, but the four 

corner antennas are now silent. Only the center 

antenna has been retained for the operation of non

directional beacons (NDB). 

Prior to the Northway decommissioning, an 

Alaskan Region Flight Inspection DC-3 made a final 

instrument flight rule approach, although the 

weather was clear. 

Retired technician Jack Jefford produced an 11-
minute tape on his experiences with LFRs, which 
was broadcast over the LFR radio. Among his recol

lections were : 

"My (first) exposure to it was at Oklahoma City 

in 1935, where I flew the high-altitude weather 

flights for the Weather Bureau, operating off the 

LFR at Oke City. These flights were at 17,500 feet, 
carrying what they called an aerometeorograph, 
which was later superseded by the radiosonde. This 

was one of the first tower-type LFRs with the 

Adcock radiators. During the weather broadcasts or 

communications with pilots, the range was off the 

air, and the voice transmissions were on a single 

corner towe_r. 

" ... (Because of this) the five-tower simultaneous 

range, such as the one being closed here at North
way, was developed .... It was possible to carry on 

a communication as well as hear the range .... 

"I went to work for the CAA in 1940 and com

missioned the first LFR at Ruby, Alaska, in the 

fall of 1940. Chris Lamphold was the first patrol 

pilot and commissioned many of the ranges in the 

U.S. When I went to work, Don Stewart was 

the chief pilot and Chris was deputy of Federal 

Airways .... 

"The nub of the whole system of flying the four

course was the build-up and fade of the volume, and 

most pilots making an approach could usually tell 

within a mile or two on the last 10 miles how far 

they were from the station." 

After the tape was over, Northway FSS specialist 
Claude Welch announced a Notice to Airmen 

(NOTAM) on the closing, the weather and a repeat 

of the NOTAM. Then the dit-dah/dah/dah-dit was 

heard no more. 
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The President signed into law a 
bill that eliminates the pension 

ke to 
provide a survivor benefit if his 
or her marriage ends because of 

fore the retiree's. Heretofore, a 
survivor could receive 55 percent 

e io if h re iree took 
a lifetime pension cut. There will 
be no automatic adjustment of pen

I n  mounts un ii h retiree of-
ficially informs the Civil Service 
Commission of his or her unmarried 

CSC notifies the retiree to do so. 
The adjustment' checks wi 11 be ret-
r Iv o he ffe iv date of 
the Act. • � January annuity in
crease of at least 7.5 percent is 
i h rds for Federal retirees 
triggered by the October Consumer 
Price Index. • Legislation to cut 
back sick-leave tax exclusion for 
disability retirees and employees 
with lengthy illnesses is dead for 
this ear. Part of a tax reform 
bill, the provisions would end the 
$100 a week tax exclusion for em
lo s off the ob more than 0 

days because of illness but would 
allow it only on the first $5,200 
of income for those who are total-
ly and permanently disabled. Above 
that income, the tax exclusion 
would be reduced dollar for dol-
lar. While this House bill 
pected to be taken up again 
next Con ress the dela ma 
opponents of these provisions. 

HEALTH COST HIGHER AND LOWER 
Next month, health insuran�e prem
iums will rise again, but most of 
us will a less than we do now. 
This is ecause a law enacted last 
year boosted the government's share 
of health remiums from 40 to 50 
percent this year and up to 60 per-

next month. As a 
result, family coverage under the 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield high-option 

wt 1 s ou 6 less next 
year. Similar coverage under Aetna

will increase take-home pay by $71 

will impose a $50,000 lifetime 
limit per person on supplemental 

f ff f r  covered care 
of mental illness. The Insurer al
so wtti no longer cover private-

I f hos ltalized a-
tients. Aetna will impose a 20 per
person per-year limit on outpatient 

f m n al and 
nervous conditions; twice that num
ber for treatment in a community 

H al h Inc. 
and Health Insurance Plan of Great
er New York will discontinue their 
low-o tion tans. 

FRIEND AT COURT SAVED

The House voted to defeat a ro -
sat to abolish the House Post Of
fice and Civil Service Committee. 
At the same time the Hatch Act 
was brought under its aegis from 
the Administration Committee. 

INFLATION H4TS LIFE INSURANCE 
Because of rising costs, CSC ex
ects re ular life insurance rem-

iums to rise sometime next year. 
' 

No Congressional action is needed

for the boost. 

OVERSEAS ALLOWANCES REMAIN

Gost-of-ltvtn allowances for over-
seas employees will continue at 
25 percent in Alaska, 15 in Hawaii 
and In Puerto Rico accordln 
to CSC. Guam will get a new 7.5 
percent allowance and the Virgin 
Isla b 
from 5 to 10 percent. Blue-collar 
workers do not receive these be
cause their salaries are inned to 
local prevailing rates. 



Un interruptible 
Power 

W ith scarcely the blink of an eye to disturb
them, enroute center controllers will be 

staying on the air when all the world about them is 
in darkness. The name of the genie doing this for 
them is the Power Conditioning System (PCS), the 
first of which went on line at the Los Angeles and 
Kansas City ARTCCs in September. 

The centers have had standby generators for 
years, but with a commercial power failure, con
trollers were literally in the dark for a half-minute 
or so; more recently with computerized radar, it 
meant the loss of digitized radar and likely the loss 
of flight data information from the computer for 
as long as 15 minutes, resulting in the controllers 
having to use raw radar displays and manually writ
ing out flight data strips. 

With PCS, that is a thing of the past. Connected 
between the commercial power source and the cen
ter's equipment, the PCS power supply converts the 
electricity from alternating current to direct cur
rent. The PCS inverter changes it back to alternat
ing, controlled as to voltage and frequency. 

Should the power fail, a bank of batteries behind 
Jhe inverter supplies direct current to the inverter 
for as long as 20 minutes. Kept continuously 
charged, the batteries can provide their full rated 
power for 10 minutes. 

Whether the commercial power is lost or momen
tarily flickers, the· PCS takes over until power is 
restored or the standby generators can be put into 
operation. Should a malfunction occur in one of the 
PCS modules, the system is programmed to discon
nect the defective unit in 250 microseconds and 
permit the remaining modules to carry the load. 

,, 

Miss Palmdale puts the last module of the new PCS in oper
ation at the Los Angeles Center, with center chief Ed Harris 
and Airway Facilities Deputy Director Warren Sharp beam
ing satisfaction. This is the first of 20 such units. 

Now, controllers will only know of a power failure 
by a fluctuation in room lighting, but the critical 
services of their radios, radar and computers will be 
uninterrupted to insure a continuous and orderly 
flow of air traffic. 

Within the year, all 20 ARTCCs are expected to 
have Power Conditioning Systems in operation. 

The power behind the PCS is this battery of batteries. 

PCS spells confidence for center controllers that 
power outages belong in the history books. 
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GAS MISER-Flying a 200-mile round trip on less 
than $6 worth of fuel is nothing to sneeze at during 
the energy crisis, and that's what Honolulu Center 
controller. Orlin Lundberg did in his garage-built 
Volksplane. He made a run between Oahu and Maui. 

HERCULEAN OFFICER-Mrs. Carol Jane Jeffus of 
College, Alaska, the first woman rated as a fiight engi
neer in the state, is visited in the cockpit by Paul 
Donohue, principal inspector of the Fairbanks FSDO. 
Mrs. Jeffus works aboard a Hercules C-130 for Alaska 
International Air, fiying the pipeline routes. 

FACES ond PLACES 

ALWAYS A SCRIBE-DeLoris "Pete" Palmer is still in 
aviation though she's left the Central Region's Public Affairs 
Office. She's now public information officer for Gen. Alvin 
Moser and the 442nd Tactical Airlift Wing of the Air Force 
Reserve at Richards-Gebaur AFB, Mo. 

OFF-DUTY ASSIST-While practicing for his commercial 
pilot's rating, controller-trainee David Darrow of Paine 
Tower, Everett, Wash., heard a student pilot's distress call 
and helped calm and direct him to a safe landing. 
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WE POINT WITH PRIDE-Atlantic City, N.J., Tower controllers 
(left to right) Robert Bachand, James Simmons and Thomas Van 
Swearingen and private pilot Robert Corson were cited by Eastern 
Region Director Robert Stanton (right) for their team effort in as
sisting a woman whose pilot-husband had died at the controls. 

PRAISEWORTHY-For their courtesy and going out of 
their way to assist a pilot and his passenger who 
walked away from their crash at the airport, Worces
ter, Mass., CS/T controller Charles Kelly, assistant chief 
Stephen Annucci and chief Henry Sze/linski (from 
left) were commended by Administrator Butterfield, 
DOT Secretary Claude Brinegar and New England 
Region Director Ferris Howland. 

SNOW COUNTRY CHORE-Snowmobiles may be for fun 
for most people, but at LaCrosse, Wis., Municipal Airport, 
they are a must. Airway Facilities Sector Field Office chief 
Herbert Rugen and electronics technician Harry Kebbe pre
pare to check out their unit for winter operation. 

YOUNG AT HEART-A pilot for a half-century, Rhoads 
Grimshaw (right) accepts an accident-prevention counselor 
certificate from accident-prevention specialist F.0. Smith of 
the Sacramento GADO. Grimshaw, 83, got his helicopter 
pilot's rating only four years ago. 

VISITING THE CONSTIT

UENCY - Don Saunders 
(left), northern New Eng
land Local Coordinator Com
mittee member and chief of 
the Lebanon, N.H., FSS, gets 
out whenever possible to in
dulge in airport and com
munity relations. Here, he 
visits with a glider student, 
the airport manager and his 
wife and two instructor pi
lots at Franconia, N.H. 
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THE CONVINCER 

PILOTS TEST EXPERIMENTAL 

SELF-BRIEFING COMPUTER TERMINAL 

S o, this is how we'll be flying in 1985," I thought 

to myself as I entered the Houston FSS to 

see a proposed piece of the future. I'd come with 

other Texas pilots to test the agency's experimental 

pilot self-briefing terminal, as well as to be tested 

on how well we could interpret what the machine 

had to offer. 

After a preliminary series of tests at Westchester 
County, N.Y., Kansas City and Scott AFB in Illinois, 

Hugh Milligan, program area leader, and a team of 

10 from NAFEC took the show on tour to 12 loca

tions across the country to try out on pilots and FSS 
specialists. The tests are expected to be completed 

in February. 

The idea behind this equipment is that the demand 
for flight services is expected to triple by the early 

1980s, yet FSSs are not fully able to meet the cur

rent demand. Instead of tripling the number of 
specialists, the proposed system is planned to pro

vide faster, more efficient and higher quality services 
to pilots with about the same number of specialists 
the agency has now. 

So, now the terminal was here, sitting in a corner, 

its CRT glowing green above a typewriter key
board. This robot and its computer cranium was out 

At NAFEC, 'f)'roject team mem
bers William Lewis, Systems 
Test Branch, and Joseph Romei, 
Air Traffic Control Services 
Branch, check over the self
briefing terminal. At right is 
one configuration of a hard-cow 
'f)'rinter being evaluated. 
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to change the way I and almost every other general 

aviation pilot prepare for a flight. It's supposed to 

replace the friendly human behind my neighborhood 

FSS counter and do it at half the long-term cost. 
Frankly, I didn't trust it. Oh, I'm in favor of 

progress, etc., but I felt that you just can't build 
into a computer all the things that go into a good, 

accurate weather briefing by a qualified FSS spe
cialist. Intangibles like the local terrain knowledge 

of Charlie, my faithful FSS briefer for the past 12 
years, or the security of a face-to-face briefing froll) 

a person you know and trust. And God knows, th' 

fancy computer can't lead a low-time pilot aroun1.. 

by the hand the way Charlie can! 

I've been given a five-minute briefing and seated 

before the machine. A specialist from N AFEC

Jim Talotta-is sitting at my side, but not to help 

me. He's there to record how much time it takes me 

to absorb a briefing from the console, using only the 

instructions that come galloping across the screen

about 10 minutes-and correlate it with my experi

ence (a little over 300 hours). 

My group of "test pilots" should present a good 

comparison. On my left is a corporate four-striper 

who pushes a J etStar around the sky for a living; 



Pilot Camilla Hutson of the 99s in San Diego appears pleased 
with the simplicity of puncb,ing a few keys for a printout of 
her briefing. Photo by Ed Hutchinson. San Diego AF Sector 

( 

Taking notes on his self-briefing at the San Diego FSS test 
of the computer terminal is pilot Jim Christensen. 

and on the next console is a three-hour veteran of 
a Cessna 150, who only minutes ago finished her 
private pilot written exam in an adjoining office. 

With a faint, business-like hum, my new com
puterized acquaintance goes to work setting the 
ground rules and giving me some choices. "All times 
are GMT," it says, even supplying me with the 
formula for computing Zulu time. So much for lead
ing inexperienced or forgetful pilots around by the 
hand. Under the "options" item, I find that, depend
ing on my response, the machine will give me a 
briefing on local weather only, a low- or high-altitude 
briefing, weather at any specific location or a chance 
to file a flight plan or pilot report without any 
briefing. I can even turn off the machine and go 
home if I find the weather more conducive to reading 
than flying. 

When I reply that I'd fancy a low-altitude route 
briefing from Houston to Fort Worth, thence to 
Oklahoma City and Albuquerque, a truly mind
boggling series of events begins unfolding. National 

·�ather maps showing present and forecast weather
pear on the screen, along with freezing levels and

... adar returns. They're almost identical to the ones 
downstairs in the real FSS. I get as much time to 

study each one as I want and can have a hard copy 
to take along. When symbols are used, legends are 
provided right on the display. Since all this infor
mation indicates beautiful VFR weather to Albu
querque, I begin filling out the flight plan questions 
that appear next. 

Looking less a gimmick and more a real help all 
the time, the machine then spews out all the appro
priate NOTAMS, along with current aviation 
weather advisories. It urges that I "consider the 
above data carefully before flying." That's got to 
be as close as a computer can come to holding your 
hand. My departure point's density altitude comes 
up next (How many times do you get that at a 
super-busy FSS ?) , together with sequence reports 
and forecasts for points along my route. Winds 
aloft pop up for eight points along my 828 nautical
mile route, with distances from the departure point 
included for reference. 

By this time, I'm nearly sold, as this electronic 
marvel asks if I would like information for any 
other point, on my route or not. Since a cold front 
is forecast to hang threateningly to the north of my 
flight, I check Kansas City for forecasts and sequence 
reports. 

Deciding that my flight is feasible even if the 
front tries an ambush along the way, I file the re
mainder of my flight plan when it's my turn to talk 
again. After receiving a perfunctory last-minute 
chance to change anything on the flight plan (You 
see on the screen what you're about to enter), I 
punch the "X" button, and my proposed trip is 
entered in the computer, ready for an FSS to log 
me on my way when I call in. 

That's the process, fast and simple. It's not fool
proof; no machine or process is. If a low-time VFR 
pilot, or a high-time one, decides to go when the 
weather is thick enough to dish up with a spoon, no 
machine is going to keep him from flying. 

Our flight immediately following the briefing (and 
an identical officjal briefing at the FSS) was exactly 
as advertised. I doubted the system until I saw it 
work. 

I still feel it harbors the dehumanizing effects of 
automation, but the machine will have humans to 
back it up; every operational terminal will have a 
phone nearby to the "hub" FSS. At that time, FAA 
will require fewer FSS specialists to man the hubs, 
but they'll be able to give better briefings in less 
time. The positions to be eliminated will be done 
through retirement and reassignment. 

If flying is to remain within pocketbook range 
of the average general aviation pilot, computeriza
tion's got to come. It's going to benefit both pilots 
and FSS specialists, some of whom are already being 
overrun by demand for their services. It's got to be 
good news to both groups-and to FAA. -By Jon Ellis 
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Q. The FAA Travel Handbook provides for $16 per diem
for attending the Academy for over 10 class days
and for only $12 for the enroute and return days
for 10 class days or less, if no lodging is involved.
The cost of motels and food are the same in Okla
homa City as anywhere else. And even though the
employee may have to attend class up to 5:00 p.m.
on the last day, arriving home very late, the per
diem is $12. The $16 per diem needs to be increased,
and authorization for POV should be given, with
no bus transportation in Oklahoma City. A drastic
cut in per diem for a particular location is discrimi
natory.

A. The per diem rate is in two distinct parts-one for lodging
and the other for meals and miscellaneous expenses. The
currently authorized per diem for students attending the
Academy provides for the payment of lodging plus a $10
allowance for meals and miscellaneous expenses, up to
a maximum of $25 for enrollment in courses of two weeks
or less. For longer courses, the allowable per diem is
$16 ($6 for lodging and the same as above for meals
and miscellaneous expenses). The $6 lodging rate was
established after a study indicated that the local daily
rental rates were in most cases based on the per diem
received by the students and that the building owners
were willing to reduce their rates for longer stays. The
$12 rate applicable to enroute days, where there is no
lodging expense is, therefore, somewhat higher, not
lower, than that allowed for days in attendance at the
Academy. This $12 rate is the same as that provided for
regular TDY travel. The decision as to whether the use
of POV is advantageous to the Government is based on
the criteria in the Travel Handbook (Order 1500.14 FA
SUP 2, para. 451-Sl). We should point out that the FAA
bus service at the Academy has been expanded to pro
vide greater coverage to available student housing.

Q. Our chief has a theory that all supervisors "shall
stick together" in all situations, regardless of who
is right-controller or supervisor. In other words, a
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supervisor is right even if he is wrong. Do you thinlr 
this is fair to controllers? 

A. This is somewhat of a "loaded" question. The right
answer, of course, would be "no!" if one accepts the
statement you make about your chief. There would cer
tainly be an understandable inclination on the part of
a chief to want to support a decision by a subordinate
supervisor. We are confident,· however, that this would
not happen when a chief considered the subordinate
supervisor to be clearly wrong. A chief who would prac
tice this kind of blind support would not be properly
fulfilling his responsibilities to his employees or to man
agement.

Q. I receive a pension of $32 a month for a' service
connected disability. If I am medically retired from
the FAA at age 52 with 21 years of civilian service,
will my four years of military time be credited in
computing my retirement pay? I am not covered
under the controller career program bill. Approxi•
mately what percent of my "high three" would I
receive?

A. You do not state if the pension you receive is from the
Novy or from the Veterans Administration. If the pen
sion is VA administered, your military service will be
credited for civil service annuity computation. If this is
the case and you retire on medical disability, your ap
proximate high three percentage would be 46 percer·
If the pension is from the Navy and you do not m
certain criteria established by the Civil Service Comm,.
sion, this time would not be creditable, and your per
centage of high three would be the minimum disability
annuity, or 40 percent. It is important to emphasize the
difference between VA and military pensions for credit
ability of service. Your local CSC office can advise you
in advance of retirement of the restrictions on crediting
of military service if retired pay is received.

Q. I was awarded a QWIG January 22nd this year from
step 3 to step 4. I was scheduled to get the step 4
in May this year. It seems to me that I should have
received step 5 in May if my QWIG was to help me
at all. What good is a QWIG when you receive the
increase for only three months?

A. Based on the information you provided, your within
grade increase to step 5 is due in May 1975. Quality
within-grade increases are awarded in addition to regu
larly scheduled within-grade increases. An employee
who receives a QWIG does not begin a new waiting
period to meet the time requirements for a regular
within-grade increase. However, if a quality increase
places an employee in the fourth or seventh step of his
grade, his waiting period for a regular within-grade in
crease is extended by 52 weeks. This is provided for
under the graduated waiting-period schedule set fortl
in sections 5355(0) and 5336(b) of title 5, U.S. Co,
In your case, the quality within-grade increase served
shorten your waiting period for step 5 from May 1976
to May 1975.



Q. My application for annual lea.ve in November was
denied not because of lack of watch coverage but
for a reason I fail to comprehend. During two of 
the five days for which I requested leave, the oppo
site shift supervisor {his day watch, my evening)
is on annual leave. My facility chief states that the
region has advised him it is policy that no more
than one supervisor may be on annual leave the
same day. Whose policy is that?

A. There is no policy in your region (New England) that
no more than one supervisor in a facility may be on
leave at one time. Provisions concerning the employee's
use of leave and the supervisor's granting of leave are
contained in FAA Absence and leave Handbook 3600.4.
It is the supervisor's responsibility to apply the provi
sions of the handbook to each leave case. His interpre
tation will be based on the specific circumstances sur
rounding each leave situation.

Q. Why is it that all raises are always on a percentage 
basis? Why not an across-the-board equal raise for 
everyone? For instance, a five percent raise means
around $400 a year for a GS-4 making around
$8,000 a year and around $1,250 for a GS-14
making $25,000 a year. Isn't this discrimination?

A. The law (Section 5301 of Title 5, U.S. Code) establishes
two broad principles that form the foundation for sound
pay administration. One is the comparability principle,
which means that Federal pay is to be reasonably com
parable to private enterprise for the same level of work.
For you, as a Federal employee, this means that you
are assured of pay equity with your counterparts in the
private sector of the economy. The General Schedule is
based directly on private enterprise's national average
pay rates, as reported annually by the Bureau of labor
Statistics. The other principle is that of internal align
ment. Under this, pay schedules should provide adequate
and regularized differences in pay between successive
grade levels, thus giving appropriate recognition to dif
ferences in responsibilities. Thus, this principle provides
distinctions in pay consistent with distinctions in work and
performance.

Q. I am 32 years old, work in a flight service station 
and have about four years' experience working in 
a military control tower. I know that I am not
eligible for a control tower position in FAA, yet I 
know people who have washed out of a center and 
are getting jobs in towers and centers. Why isn't 
a man who is experienced in tower work more 
valuable than a man who has already washed out 
and doesn't have any control experience? 

Many years of experience and intensive studies pre
ceded the enactment of PL-297-the controller career pro
gram bill-showed the ability of controllers to effectively 
control air traffic begins to decline at a relatively early 

age. It was also shown that these mental skills and apti
tudes are more related to job success than previous 
experience. Under this law, the Secretary of Transporta
tion proposed, and the Civil Service Commission con
curred with, a maximum entry age of 30 for covered posi
tions, without exception and, of course, without regard to 
previous experience. An employee who fails to progress to 
full-performance level in an enroute facility may be con
sidered for reassignment to a non-radar tower as a devel
opmental control!er, provided the employee has satisfac
torily completed Phase I ond the manual control portion 
of Phase II of the enroute training program. This proviso 
would prohibit the reassignment of a person who "doesn't 
have any control experience." Paragraph 2 of Handbook 
3330.30A provides for exceptions to dismissal in cases 
when an employee fails to progress to full-performance 
level, but it makes no provision for reassignment from 
one center to another. 

Q. The mobility bug has bitten our center chief where 
most of his supervisors are concerned. The rotation
of assistant chiefs and team supervisors results in
team supervisors being with their crews for a two
year maximum period. This policy does not allow
for any long-range program between the individ
uals concerned. Also, the assistant chief only works
with his team supervisors for a one-year period.
This results in an almost non-existent awards pro
gram. This seems to many of us to be the real intent
of the program. Is this type of program grievable
because of the lack of continuity in ratings? Would
a grievance stop the next scheduled musical chairs
session?

A. Facility chiefs have the authority to reassign employees
within their facilities to meet operational needs and en
hance employees' opportunities for professional growth.
The filing of a grievance would not prevent your chief
from exercising this authority. However, as a member
of the management team, you should advise your facility
chief of your concerns regarding the awards program.
Since performance awards need only be based on a
six-month period, the rotation of assignments you cite
should not preclude consideration of team supervisors
for awards.

Is there something bugging you? Something 

you don't understand? Tell it to "Direct Line." 

We don't want your name unless you want to 

give it, but we do need to know your region. We 

want your query, your comment, your idea

with specifics, so that a specific answer can be 

provided. All will be answered in this column, 
in the bulletin-board supplement and/or by 

mail if you provide a mailing address. 

Better two-way communication in FAA 

WORLD's "Direct Line" is what it's all about. 
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Aircraft are lined up in the sighta 
and the radar locked on by (left to 
right) Russ Fleming, Dominick 
Cozza and Charles Knapcik. Above, 
a gunsight-eye view. 

Photos by Bill Pitchford 

RECALLED TO DUTY 
I

nside a van parked on the grass at O'Hare Inter

national Airport, men peered through periscope 

antiaircraft gun sights aimed at passenger jets fly

ing in and out of the world's busiest airport. At just 
the right moment, a switch was thrown, and ... 

radar locked onto the target. 

There was no sound of cannon fire, no puffs of 
black smoke in the sky. The guns had disappeared, 

replaced by cassette tape recorders and other non

hostile gear. FAA technicians were using equipment 
of World War II vintage to follow and record the 

flight paths of commercial airliners as an aid to 

noise-abatement flight procedures. 

Pressed into service for peaceful purposes, the 

equipment, called APT AR-aircraft position tracker 
and recorder radar system, hit the road in August 

and September via flatbed truck for TDY at two 

locations. 

The APT AR was borrowed from the Aeronautical 
Center, where it had been performing similar track

ing duty. It was modified for tests in the field by 

E. E. Callaway, chief of the Standards Development 

Branch there, while Russ Fleming of the Center's 
Flight Standards Division served as project manager 

at O'Hare Airport. 

Given up as hopeless scrap by the Army, APT AR 

was rescued from a military "boneyard" in Fort 
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Huachuca, Ariz., about three years ago and put to

gether by the Center's John Baird, who used com

ponents from two units to make one good system 

for active duty. 

Before it was set up at O'Hare, APTAR was at 

Minneapolis-St. Paul International, Wold Chamber

lain Airport to check noise-abatement flight paths 
and to track FAA aircraft flying multiple approach 

paths proposed by the Metropolitan Airports Com
mission. 

Then, on to O'Hare where two shifts of four men 

each recorded nearly 1,000 flights day and night for 

two weeks. One man sighted the airplane, lined it 
up in the viewfinder's crosshairs and locked it onto 

the radar, while the others operated the radar 

antenna and listened to tower communications to 

keep abreast of the flights. 

Once the radar locked onto a plane, the equipment 
laid down a tape recording that was processed to 

show the plane's altitude and position along its route 

up to 13 miles from the airport (and in other loca

tions, up to 40 miles). 

Detailed from the Aeronautical Center for the 

O'Hare job were Bob Chadwick, Dick Richards a

Dewitt V ernelson. On a second crew were Char. 

Knapcik and Dominick Cozza from the O'Hare Air

way Facilities Sector; Norm Haase, Chicago ARTCC 







DON'T GO NEAR THE WATER ... It was a bit of 
intermodal coordination that would have warmed the 
hearts of the men and women who framed the De
partment of Transportation Ad. First, controllers at 
the Honolulu International Airport Tower sighted 
red smoke flares off-shore and notified the Coast 
Guard Rescue Center. Then the Coast Guard dis
patched a rescue vessel which sped to the area where 
the flares had been seen with the aid of "vectors" 
from the tower. Finally, a disabled 20-foot cabin 
cruiser was taken in tow and brought safely back 
to shore. The FAA heroes were controllers Don 
Kramer, Ed Groth, John Kaniaupio, Brad Kumabe 

John Olson. The Coast Guard people will have 
et their own publicity. No sense in carrying this 

.• ,rermodal thing too far.

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY ... One day 
it was coffee, tea or milk. The next it was landing 
gear, brake pressure and flaps. That's the story of 
Judy Congreve who went from chief stewardess of 
the Pegasus Air Travel Club to co-pilot of the organi
zation's DC-8. In the process, she became the first 
woman certificated by FAA for pilot duties on four
engine turbojets. And for those who are wondering 
about her qualifications, she has more than 3,000 
hours in her log book, holds an airline transport 
pilot's ticket and is a certificated flight instructor. 
No wonder Pegasus couldn't afford to keep her in 
the galley, even if she did mix a mean martini. 
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HAVE YOU MOVED? 

We miss your readership! If FAA WORLD has 
not kept up with the pace of your job mobility or 
computer gremlins have fouled up your mailing 
label, now is the time to make a correction. 

Fill out this form with your new address and so
cial security number, and glue, tape or staple the 
mailing label in the old address space below. If 
you haven't been receiving the magazine at all, 
fill in the last address at which you did receive it. 

Mail the label to the appropriate regional office 
indicated on the bottom of the inside front cover 
of this issue. 

NEW ADDRESS 
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